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Abstract
IC inductance extraction generally produces either port
inductances based on simplified current path assump-
tions or a complete partial inductance matrix. Combin-
ing either of these results with the IC interconnect
resistance and capacitance models significantly compli-
cates most IC design and verification methodologies. In
this tutorial paper we will review some of the analysis
and verification problems associated with on–chip induc-
tance, and present a subset of recent results for partially
addressing the challenges which lie ahead.

Keywords
Interconnect; Inductance; Model Order Reduction.

1.  Introduction
Due to the global nature of inductive coupling, extracted
inductance models come in various forms and are derived
using several simplifying approximations. For IC inductance
extraction the models are generally either in the form of port
inductances based on simplified current path assumptions, or
described by a complete partial inductance matrix. For cer-
tain regular, overdesigned structures, there is also the possi-
bility of a 2D (two–dimensional) infinite line approximation
model.

In all cases, combining these inductance models with the
resistance and capacitance models for IC design and/or veri-
fication purposes is an extremely difficult task. When the
models are based on 2D field solutions, the inaccuracies
associated with the non-infinite line effects can cause sub-
stantial errors. While complete 3D (three-dimensional)
inductance matrices are easily generated using partial induc-
tance equations [10][11] (even more easily than the corre-
sponding 3D capacitance matrices), the resulting matrix is
generally of unmanageable size and density to be useful for

analysis purposes.

For example, unlike capacitance matrices which can be tru
cated to represent only localized couplings, simply discar
ing faraway mutual inductances can result in an unsta
equivalent circuit model (positive poles). For this reaso
inductance extraction often produces port inductances
instead of using the complete partial inductance matrix. P
tial inductance extraction assumes that displacement curre
are negligible, yet current paths are required to calculate p
inductances. For package models this assumption is va
but for CMOS ICsall currents are actually displacemen
(capacitor) currents. Therefore, in either the case of the co
plete partial inductance matrix or the port inductance mo
els, assumptions are made which impact the way in whi
the models can be used for subsequent design and verifi
tion problems.

Model order reduction can help control the complexity of
provably stable circuit model which includes inductive cou
plings, but by adding such couplings the problem of N-po
interconnect circuit model passivity [1][2] becomes muc
more difficult. In addition, low frequency poles from the par
tial inductance models can significantly complicate th
model order reduction process [14].

In this tutorial paper we will explain some of the aforemen
tioned problems in greater detail, then present a subse
partial solutions to cope with the IC inductance analysis a
modeling challenges which lie ahead.

2.  Design for Simplified Inductance Models
To date, the inductance extraction and modeling problem h
been suppressed by design strategies which minimize
formation of significant long–range induction on chip. Thes
approaches to avoid inductance as much as possible, h
ever, can be costly in terms of IC area and performance.

One straightforward attempt to limit on–chip induction i
found in the recent Alpha chip designs [15]. The wiring lay
ers containing lines with high current density (hence hig
inductive capability) are sandwiched in between isolatin
metal planes above and below, as shown in Fig. 1. Th
design methodology has the following benefits:

• The magnetic field is blocked by the metal planes sin
currents induced in the isolation layer compensate t
field outside completely. The coupling to adjacent laye
and the substrate is suppressed.

• Since the layer distance is smaller than the wire width f
the levels being isolated, the inductive coupling distan
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within the isolated layer is also reduced significantly.
Hence, the inductance coupling is localized.

• The current return paths are now known by design. This
makes calculating the loop inductance straightforward
and a 2D model is reasonably accurate.

These advantages are at the manufacturing cost of two new
metal layers for each original layer susceptible to major
inductive interaction. These isolating layers also add signifi-
cantly to the capacitive coupling of the surrounding circuitry
which adversely impacts speed and power dissipation.

A more selective method of reducing the inductance
between high–current wires is to introduce additional invert-
ers (not buffers) in the lines at regular intervals. This causes
the current to change direction in each adjacent interval. The
self inductance of the entire line is reduced significantly,
since the mutual coupling between neighboring segments of
the same line subtract from the total inductance of the line
rather than adding to it. The same effect can be found for
neighboring, parallel lines if the buffer inverters are stag-
gered with respect to each other, as depicted in Fig. 2.

With enough added inverters, the reduction of the self
inductance by inverter insertion can cause the inductive
impedance to become insignificant compared with the
ohmic impedance. At such a point, the inductance models
are no longer required, and RC propagation dominates.

The negative side effects of buffer insertion are slightly
higher power consumption and increased IC area, but pri-
marily a reduction in circuit performance due to the addi-
tional delay introduced by the inverters.

3.  Partial Inductance IC Models
The design strategies to avoid inductance outlined in the

previous section are only temporary fixes to a phenomen
which will only become more pronounced as on–chip inte
connect feature sizes decrease and operating frequen
increase. To model general 3D interconnect for which t
return paths are not knowna priori requires partial induc-
tance elements. The partial inductance concept which w
developed by Rosa [10] was introduced to the circuit desi
field by Ruehli [11]. Since the actual current and flux link
age loops are unknown, partial inductance is defined as
flux created by an aggressor segment through the virt
loop which a victim segment forms with infinity (see
Fig. 3). The loop inductances are then represented by su
of the partial self and mutual inductances of the segme
which form loops. Referring to Fig. 4:

(1)

By definingeach segment as forming its own return loo
with infinity, partial inductances are used to represent t
eventual loop interactionswithout prior knowledge of the
actual current loops. The partial inductance values tend
be much larger than the corresponding loop inductanc
which does reduce the numerical robustness of the ind
tance representations (ill–conditioned matrices). It is, ho
ever, the size and density of the partial inductance mat
that is most problematic for any circuit analysis.

Loop inductancemodels are more compact, and intuitive
but more difficult to generalize for IC interconnect struc
tures since the actual current return paths are not knowa
priori . Accurate return paths could be found only throug
circuit analysis, which requires the inductance models. Tr
ing to avoid thischicken-eggproblem by analyzing simpler
RC or RC(self)L interconnect models can help to identi
the return paths under certain circumstances. But on

Fig. 1: Isolating layer approach (cross-section view). The
magnetic field is blocked in the vertical direction and weakens
quickly in the horizontal direction.

Fig. 2: Staggered inverter pattern with assumed current
directions and mutual inductance polarities.

Lloop
exact

Sij Lij with Sij
j

∑
i

∑ 1±= =

Fig. 3: Loop definition of partial inductance.

magnetic field

virtual loop

infinity

current

Fig. 4: Representation of current loops through partial
inductance elements. The short arrows show the current
directions, the long arrows identify the loop interactions. The
signs of theSij  terms are shown for selected segment pairs.
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inductance becomes dominant it can alter the current return
paths significantly with respect to those found via the RC
circuit.

4.  IC Current Return Paths
A widely used approximation of the IC current return paths
is to assume that the signal nets are shorted at the far end to
a ground or that a return line is placed nearby so that the
entire return current path is known without capacitance in
the model. Tools such asFastHenry[4] can then be used to
efficiently find loop inductances for long wires based on this
simplified interconnect model. To analyze inductive cou-
pling among IC bus lines, for example, these signal wires
are shorted to a ground plane at the far end to form an RL
loop. This assumes that the displacement currents through
the capacitive couplings to neighboring nets are negligible.

Of course for on–chip CMOS circuits (contrary to packag-
ing level systems), displacement currents are not negligible
(see Fig. 5). To model the electromagnetic interaction accu-
rately, long segments must be subdivided sufficiently in the
current direction to take account of the capacitive coupling
at intermediate points of the line.

As a consequence, assuming that all the current returns at
the far end of the line overestimates the wire inductance sig-
nificantly in most cases. In reality, coupling capacitors at
intermediate points in the line can drain ac current from the
wire to one of its neighbors before it reaches the end of the
original conductor. This reduces the size of the current loops
in the interconnect and reduces the loop inductance.

This suggests that for CMOS IC extraction the capacitive
couplings should be known prior to inductance extraction.
However, with this capacitance coupling information, the
increased number of current loops makes calculation of the
port inductances difficult, if not impossible.

5.  Sparsity and Stability
To avoid the need to combine the port inductances with the
extracted capacitance, an alternative strategy is to work
directly with the dense partial inductance matrix, and spar-
sify it as necessary. For example, there are numerous mutual
inductance terms that are of negligible magnitudes. In prac-
tical terms this usually means that only couplings between
segments which are closer to each other than a given win-
dow size are considered.

Such sparsification approaches can lead to indefinite partial

inductance matrices, hence unstable equivalent circuit m
els, even for the simplest on–chip structures [9]. As empi
cal examples, Fig. 6 shows an unstable bus current patt
and Fig. 7 shows the minimal window radius required fo
this bus (normalized by the bus length) to maintain the pa
tial L-matrix stability. The dependence on the normalize
bus–width does not vary substantially with changing b
lengths (various curves in Fig. 7).

For bus widths less than 5% of the bus length, the depe
dency in Fig. 7 is roughly linear and the window needs
include nearly the entire bus to ensure stability. This case
encountered in on–chip bus structures, and truncation w
generally lead to unstable inductance approximations.

6.  Sparsification via Equipotential Shells
A more general approach to providing L-matrix sparsi
without compromising stability is via equipotential shell
[8]. Artificially imposed equipotential shells shift the mag
netic vector potential due to a given current distribution by
constant inside the shell and compensate it outside the sh
thus providing a stable sparse approximation. These sh
are extremely easy to implement when the equipotential s
face model is known [9].

The equipotential shell concept adds an artificial curre
distribution to the extraction problem which compensat
the filament current’s vector potential outside of this artifi
cial current shell. Importantly, to simplify rather than com

Fig. 5: Current return paths for loop inductance calculation.
With capacitance (solid thick lines) and ignoring capacitance
(dashed thick line).

+ –

Fig. 6: Example bus with current pattern associated with a
negative eigenvalue ofL-1R. The eight bus lines are 32µm
wide, spaced 12 µm, 1 µm thick and 1 cm long. The
normalized eigenvector components are shown below the bus.

–0.4251 +0.3126 –0.4683 –0.0476
+0.0476 +0.4683 –0.3126 +0.4251

Eigenfrequencys(L-1R) = –2.8675 GHz

Fig. 7: Minimal radius for simple trunctation in order to
preserve partial inductance matrix stability. Results for bus
widths up to twice the bus length for various lengths.
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plicate the extraction process, only shell functions that are
constant throughout the interior of the shell are
applicable [9]. Simply stated, the shell potential compen-
sates the filament potential outside the shell and shifts it by a
constant value inside. This constant depends on a potential
A0,i (which specifies the equipotential shell surface), the
length of the victim line within the shell and the angle
between aggressor and victim filament.

6.1  Potential Shell Model Stability
It has been shown that using such equipotential shells for
generating sparse partial inductance matrices preserves
stability [8]. For example, the magnetostatic energy,ITLI/2,
of a system of currentsI is positive, since the exact induc-
tance matrixL is positive definite for every physically real-
izable system. When shell currents are placed on
equipotential surfaces, the total energy is

(2)

whereLc is the original inductance matrix,Lsh is the induc-
tance among the shell currents andLc,sh is the coupling
between shells and original currents. The inductance matrix
using shells isLeq := L c–Lc,shand here the system energy is:

(3)

Since the current distribution of the shells is less dense than
the original distribution, it follows thatLeq is positive defi-
nite [8].

6.2  Conservation of Loop Inductances
Since the shell reduces the magnetic vector potential every-
where, all partial inductances are underestimated. However,
partial inductance does not contain information about the
actual current flow in the system. This information is cap-
tured only by the loop inductance. If the shells of the con-
ductors belonging to a specific loop are big enough that
within the shell ofeveryconductoreveryother filament of
the loop is contained, then it was shown in [9] that:

(4)

If the lengths of the filaments become infinitesimally small,
the loops become smooth, and this property also holds for
arbitrary closed loops.

6.3  Guidelines for Shell Sizing
For the reasons stated above, we must make the shells large
enough to encompass the significant loops. Given the design
rules for on–chip power line spacings, one should make the
shells large enough so that the each wire-segment’s shell
includes the nearest power and ground lines. A simple met-
ric for determining the need to model the self inductance is
the following. If the total line resistance (including the
driver resistance) is smaller than the maximal self induc-
tance impedance, the wire segment may comprise portions

of non-negligible loops. For mutual couplings a similar me
ric can be applied, but the test is more difficult. The curre
in the aggressor can differ substantially from the current
the victim that it is mutually coupled to. Therefore, est
mates for these currents must be obtained (actually e
mates for the ratio of the time derivatives thereof) in order
estimate the voltage induced by the aggressor filam
across the victim as compared with the ohmic voltage dr
along the victim. One possibility is to use technology info
mation that is available in form ofdesign rulesto find shell
sizes which are appropriate for the given structure (such a
few periods of a return grid structure or a periodic sign
bus).

6.4  Example
In [9] equipotential shells were used to calculate the loo
inductance for the system shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 9,L = 1.0
represents the exact inductance value, andρ0 is the shell
size. Note that with increasing window sizeρ0 the induc-
tance increases nearly logarithmically (relatively linea
graphs in log–linear plots) and reaches the final value w
before the system size of 1.4 mm is reached. Even at 1 M
a shell size of 200µm produces a very accurate approxima
tion, but with 90 % sparsity. These equipotential she
approximations enable a sparse yet stable and accurate
resentation of the inductive interaction within the intercon
nect.

7.  Model Order Reduction
Once the inductance models are combined with the res
tance and capacitance models for the interconnect str
tures, the circuit complexity can be overwhelming [8]. Fo
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Fig. 8: Periodic return grid on M4 with two signal lines.
Seventy lines in parallel in M4.
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Fig. 9: Loop self and mutual inductance convergence for 1
MHz and 10 GHz vs. ellipsoid radius and corresponding
sparsity. The curves for the higher frequency reaching 1.0
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this reason reduced order models of the resulting intercon-
nect RLC circuit are necessary to analyze the circuit
responses in a reasonable amount of time [1][2][3][4].

The addition of inductance to the system creates new chal-
lenges for the reduction process. With coupling, the full
RLC representation of the interconnect has multiple drivers
(ports) which make it much more difficult to ensure the
passivity [1][2] of reduced order equivalent circuits.
PRIMA [2] can theoretically guarantee passivity in terms of
multi–input–multi–output (MIMO) models, but nothing
developed to date has been able to do so in terms of the sim-
pler single–input–multi–output (SIMO) N-port representa-
tions.

An additional difficulty with handling mutual inductance
models via model order reduction is the additional poles
created due to modeling frequency dependence. IC intercon-
nect inductance has a frequency dependence due to proxim-
ity effect and skin effect [12]. This frequency dependence is
modeled by dividing wire segments into multiple parallel
filaments [12], as shown in Fig. 10. These additional poles,
which have been dubbedbogus poles[14], are inconsequen-
tial in terms of their residues, but can significantly compli-
cate the model order reduction process.

As seen in Fig. 10 (top), the subdivision of wire segments
has the side effect of allowing new current loopswithin the
segments to form. This is possible since all filaments of
each segment are shorted together at each end of the seg-
ment. These wire–internal current loops model the eddy cur-
rents within the conductors up to the resolution of the given
subdivision. Eddy currents can only be generated through
induction, therefore the “bogus” pole effect only arises
when inductance is included in the interconnect model. The
“real” poles are caused by the regular segment loop current,
as shown in Fig. 10 (bottom).

Evidence that these added poles correspond to eddy currents
can be seen in Fig. 11. For a pure RL circuit, the smallest
pole will belong to the current loop with the largest loop
inductance and the smallest resistance. This is the loop
formed by the segments themselves, as shown in
Fig. 10 (bottom). Since this loop does not change with

increasing subdivision of the segments we expect the sm
est eigenvalue ofL-1R to be independent of the number o
subdivisions, which is the case.

In contrast, the largest pole will be associated with the na
rowest loop (smallest loop inductance) having the large
resistance. These are the loops formed by any two direc
adjacent smallest subdivisions of the given segments
shown in Fig. 10 (top). Since the loop inductance (for sma
subdivision cross–sections) is roughly independent of (a
the resistance increases quadratically with) the number
subdivisions, we expect a quadratic increase of the larg
eigenvalue ofL-1R. This is exactly what we see in Fig. 11.

8.  Driver Models for Timing Verification
Any of the sparse inductance models described above, or
corresponding reduced-order N-port models generated fr
them, can be combined with nonlinear driver/load mode
within a circuit simulator. As inductance becomes mo
prevalent on-chip, however, greater attempts will be made
analyze these models at higher levels of abstraction.

Although most gate models are pre–characterized as a fu
tion of capacitance loading only, the Ceff concept can be
used to analyze RLC interconnects with these empirical g

Fig. 10: Induced eddy currents (top) and the main segment
loop current (bottom) for a two–wire example with four
subdivisions on each edge orthogonal to the current direction.

+ –

+ –

Fig. 11: Variation of smallest and largest pole of a system of
two parallel conductors subdivided into parallel filaments to
model frequency dependence.
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models [13]. As shown in Fig. 12, the most recent Ceff
methodology is based on modeling the switching gate using
a linear time-varying voltage source in series with a resis-
tance. The linear resistance selected is independent of the
load and input waveform. The parameters for the Thevenin
voltage, vth(t), namely t0 and∆t, can be pre–characterized as
a function of Cload and tin via SPICE. The values may be
stored in a table or as regression fitted equations in terms of
Cload and tin. Refer to [13] for more details.

Once the model is pre–characterized, given a reduced order
model for the RLC interconnect, an ‘effective capacitance’
is found which would draw the same average current as the
reduced order model during the period of time when the
Thevenin voltage is in transition. The initial guess for this
Ceff is taken as the total capacitance of the RLC line, and the
Thevenin voltage parameters for that capacitance are
extracted from the table or equation model. Then, equating
the average currents obtained by using these Thevenin volt-
age parameters, a new Ceff is computed. This iterative pro-
cedure is repeated until convergence is obtained.

Fig. 13 shows an example of an inverter with an RLC load.
The RLC circuit was approximated by a 8th order driving
point admittance model [3]. The Thevenin voltage in the
model was characterized by a single ramp for this example.
As shown in the plot, the model captures the driving point
and load responses very well.

9.  Conclusions
The nature of inductive coupling and its relationship to
capacitance makes extraction, analysis, design and verifica-
tion of high-speed interconnects a challenging problem.
This tutorial paper highlighted some of the key issues sur-
rounding these challenges and hopefully proposed some
promising partial solutions.
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Fig. 13: Output waveforms for an inverter (L eff = 0.5µm,
WN = 96 µm, WP = 240µm) driving an RLC electronic
package interconnect.
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